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Abstract� This paper is an attempt to demonstrate the potential of con�
ditional re�nement in step�wise system development� In particular� we
emphasise the ease with which conditional re�nement allows bounded�
ness constraints to be introduced in a speci�cation based on unbounded
resources� For example� a speci�cation based on purely asynchronous
communication can be conditionally re�ned into a speci�cation using
time�synchronous communication�
The presentation is built around a small case�study� A step�wise design
of a timed FIFO queue that is partly to be implemented in hardware
and partly to be implemented in software� We �rst specify the exter�
nal behaviour of the queue ignoring timing and synchronisation� This
overall speci�cation is then restated in a time�synchronous setting and
thereafter re�ned into a composite speci�cation consisting of three sub�
speci�cations� A speci�cation of a time�synchronous hardware queue� a
speci�cation of an asynchronous software queue� and a speci�cation of
an interface component managing the communication between the �rst
two� We argue that the three overall speci�cations can be related by
conditional re�nement� By further steps of conditional re�nement ad�
ditional boundedness constraints are introduced� We explain how each
step of conditional re�nement can be formally veri�ed in a compositional
manner�

� Introduction

Requirements imposing upper bounds on the memory available for some data
structure� channel� or component are often programming language or platform
dependent� Such requirements may for instance characterise the maximum num�
ber of messages that can be sent along a channel within a time unit without
risking malfunction because of bu�er over�ow� Clearly� this number may vary
from one bu�er to another depending on the type of messages it stores� and the
way the bu�er is implemented�

One way to treat such boundedness constraints is to introduce them already
at the most abstract level � in other words� in the requirement speci�cation�
However� this option is not very satisfactory� for several reasons� The bounded�
ness constraints	

� considerably complicate the speci�cations
 as a result� the initial understand�
ing of the system to be designed is often reduced
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� reduce the set of possible implementations
 this makes the reuse of speci��
cations more di�cult


� complicate formal reasoning
 this means it becomes more di�cult to verify
the correctness of re�nement steps


� are often not known when the requirement speci�cations are written
 for
instance� at this stage in a system development� it is often not decided which
implementation language�s to use and on what sort of platform the system
is to run�

We conclude that any development method requiring that boundedness con�
straints are introduced already in the requirement speci�cation� is not very use�
ful from a practical point of view� However� since any computerised system is
based on bounded resources� we need concepts of re�nement supporting the
transition from speci�cations based on unbounded resources to speci�cations
based on bounded resources� This paper advocates the �exibility of conditional
re�nement for this purpose� We de�ne conditional re�nement for a speci�cation
language based on streams� A speci�cation in this language is basically a relation
between input and output streams� Each stream represents a complete commu�
nication history for a channel� To formalise timing properties we use what we
call timed streams� Timed streams capture a discrete notion of time� The under�
lying communication paradigm is asynchronous message passing� The ideas of
this paper can be adapted to other speci�cation languages� as well� For example�
���� formulates a notion of conditional re�nement in SDL �see also ����

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows	 In Sect� � we introduce
the basic concepts and notations
 in Sect� � we give three di�erent speci�cations
of a FIFO queue
 in Sect� � we formally de�ne conditional re�nement and explain
how the speci�cations from Sect� � can be related by this concept
 in Sect� � we
conditionally re�ne the FIFO queue speci�ed in Sect� � into a more concrete
speci�cation with additional boundedness constraints
 in Sect� � we give a brief
summary and relate our approach to other approaches known from the literature

in App� A we formulate three rules that can be used to verify the re�nement
steps mentioned above
 in App� B we prove that these three rules are sound�

� Basic Concepts and Notations

Streams model the communication histories of channels� We use both timed and
untimed streams� A timed stream is a �nite or in�nite sequence of messages
and time ticks� A time tick is denoted by

p
� The time interval between two

consecutive ticks represents the least unit of time� A tick occurs in a stream at
the end of each time unit�

An in�nite timed stream represents a complete communication history� a
�nite timed stream represents a partial communication history� Since time never
halts� we require that any in�nite timed stream has in�nitely many ticks�

By M�� M � and M � we denote respectively the set of all in�nite timed
streams� the set of all �nite timed streams� and the set of all �nite and in�nite
timed streams over the set of messages M �
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We also work with streams without ticks� referred to as untimed streams� By
M�� M � and M � we denote respectively the set of all in�nite untimed streams�
the set of all �nite untimed streams� and the set of all �nite and in�nite untimed
streams over the set of messages M � In the sequel� M denotes the set of all
messages� Since

p
is not a message� we have that

p �� M �
By N we denote the set of natural numbers
 by N� and N� we denote N�f�g

and N nf�g� respectively� Given A � M �fpg� streams r � s � M ��M � � t � M�

and j � N� 	

� hi denotes the empty stream�
� �r denotes the length of r 	 � if r is in�nite� and the number of elements in
r otherwise� Note that time ticks are counted� For example� the length of a
stream consisting of in�nitely many ticks is ��

� r �j denotes the j th element of r if � � j � �r �
� ha�� a�� ��� an i denotes the stream of length n� whose �rst element is a�� whose

second element is a�� and so on�
� As r denotes the result of �ltering away all messages �ticks included not

in A� For example	

fa� bgs ha� b�p� c�
p
� a�

pi � ha� b� ai

� r � s denotes the result of concatenating r and s � For example	 hc� ci �
ha� bi � hc� c� a� bi� If r is in�nite then r�s � r �

� r j denotes the result of concatenating j copies of the stream r �
� r v s holds i� r is a pre�x of or equal to s �
� t � j denotes the pre�x of t characterising the behaviour until time j 
 this

means that t�j denotes t if j is greater than the number of ticks in t � and
the shortest pre�x of t containing j ticks� otherwise� Note that t�� � t � and
also that t�� � hi�

� t denotes the result of removing all ticks in t � Thus� ha�p� b�
pi� hpi� �

ha� bi�
A timed in�nite stream is time�synchronous if exactly one message occurs in
each time interval� Time�synchronous streams model the pulsed communication
typical for synchronous digital hardware working in fundamental mode� Since�
in this case� exactly one message occurs in each time interval� no information is
gained from the ticks
 the ticks can therefore be abstracted away
 the result is an
untimed in�nite stream� To facilitate time abstraction in the time�synchronous
case� the � operator is overloaded to untimed in�nite streams	 For any stream
s � M� and j � N� � s�j denotes the pre�x of s of length j �

� Speci�cation of a FIFO Queue

Elementary speci�cations are basically relations on streams� These relations are
expressed by formulas in predicate calculus� This section introduces three for�
mats for elementary speci�cations	 The time�independent� the time�dependent
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and the time�synchronous format� We �rst specify the external behaviour of
a FIFO queue in the time�independent format� a format tuned towards asyn�
chronous communication� This speci�cation is thereafter reformulated in the
time�synchronous format
 this format is particularly suited for the speci�ca�
tion of digital hardware components communicating in a synchronous �pulsed
manner� Thereafter� we give a composite speci�cation of the FIFO queue con�
sisting of three elementary speci�cations	 A hardware queue written in the time�
synchronous format� a software queue written in the time�independent format�
and an interface component written in the time�dependent format
 the latter
manages the communication between the �rst two�

��� Time�Independent Speci�cation

The elementary speci�cation below describes a FIFO queue�

FIFO time independent

in u 	 G

out v 	 D

asm Req Ok�u

com FIFO Beh�u� v

FIFO is the name of the speci�cation� Ignoring the dashed line� the speci�cation
FIFO is divided in two main parts by a single horizontal line� The upper part
declares the input and output channels distinguished by the keywords in and
out� Hence� FIFO has one input channel u of type G and one output channel v
of type D � D is the set of all data elements� What exactly these data elements
are is of no importance for this paper and therefore left unspeci�ed� A request
is represented by Req � It is assumed that Req �� D � G is de�ned as follows	

G � D � fReqg

Thus� data elements and request are received on the input channel
 the queue
replies by sending data elements� We often refer to the identi�ers naming the
channels as channel identi�ers�

The lower frame� referred to as the body� describes the allowed input�output
history� It consists of two parts	 An assumption and a commitment identi�ed by
the keywords asm and com� respectively� The assumption describes the intended
input histories � it is a pre�condition on the input histories� The commitment
describes the output histories the queue is allowed to produce when the input
history ful�lls the assumption� Both the assumption and the commitment are
described by formulas in predicate calculus� In these formulas u and v are free
variables of type G� and D�� respectively
 they represent the communication
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histories of the channels they name� That u and v represent untimed streams
�and� for instance� not timed in�nite streams� as in the time�dependent case is
speci�ed by the keyword time independent in the upper right�most corner�

Assumption The assumption is expressed by an auxiliary predicate

Req Ok�a

This predicate states that for any pre�x b of the untimed stream a� the number of
requests in b is less than or equal to the number of data elements in b� Formally	

Req Ok

a � M � �M�

	 b � M � �M � 	 b v a 
 ��fReqgs b � ��Ds b

Thus� the assumption of FIFO formalises that� at any point in time� the number
of received requests is less than or equal to the number of received data elements

in other words� the environment is assumed never to send a request when the
queue is empty� Note that a is of type M � � M� and not just G� �� M ��
This supports the reuse of Req Ok in other contexts� Hence� the de�nition of
the auxiliary predicate Req Ok is independent from the speci�cation FIFO in
the sense that Req Ok can be exploited also in other speci�cations�

Commitment Also the commitment employs an auxiliary predicate

FIFO Beh�a� b

This predicate requires that the stream of data�elements sent along b is a pre�x
of the stream of data elements sent along a ��rst conjunct� and that the number
of data elements in b is equal to the number of requests in a �second conjunct�
Formally	

FIFO Beh

a� b � M � �M�

Ds b v �Ds a ��Ds b � ��fReqgs a

Thus� the commitment of FIFO requires that the data elements are output in the
FIFO order� and that each request is replied to by the transmission of exactly
one data�element�

The semantics of elementary speci�cations is de�ned formally in Sect� ����
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��� Time�Synchronous Speci�cation

The time�independent format employed in the previous section is well�suited to
specify software components communicating asynchronously� To describe hard�
ware applications communicating in a time�synchronous �pulsed manner� we
use the time�synchronous format as in this section� We now restate FIFO in a
time�synchronous setting� Time�synchronous communication is modelled as fol�
lows	 In each time unit exactly one message is transmitted along each channel�
For the case that the time�synchronous FIFO queue or its environment have no
�real� message to transmit� a default message Dlt is used� It is assumed that
Dlt �� G � We de�ne	

GDlt � G � fDltg� DDlt � D � fDltg

FIFO can then be restated in the time�synchronous format as follows�

FIFOTS time synchronous

in i 	 GDlt

out o 	 DDlt

asm Req Ok�i

com FIFO Beh�i � o

The keyword in the upper right corner implies that the channel identi�ers in the
body represent in�nite untimed streams instead of untimed streams of arbitrary
length as in FIFO� The �ltration with respect to D in the de�nitions of the
two auxiliary predicates of the previous section makes their reuse in FIFOTS

possible�

��� Composite Speci�cation

We have presented elementary speci�cations written in the time�independent
and the time�synchronous format� As already mentioned� there is also a time�
dependent format� The time�dependent format is tuned towards asynchronous
communication� It di�ers from the time�independent format in that it allows
timing requirements to be expressed� We now use all three formats for elemen�
tary speci�cations to describe a composite FIFO queue that is partly to be
implemented in hardware and partly to be implemented in software�

As illustrated by Fig� �� the queue consists of three components� namely a
hardware queue speci�ed by HWQ� a software queue speci�ed by SWQ� and an
interface component speci�ed by INTF� The interface component is needed as
a converter between the time�synchronous hardware component and the asyn�
chronous software component�
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i 	 GDlt x 	 GDlt

y 	 DDlt s 	 D

r 	 G

o 	 DDlt

FIFO NET

HWQ INTF SWQ

Fig� �� Decomposed FIFO Queue

The hardware queue has only a bounded amount of internal memory	 It can
never store more than Wh data elements at the same point in time� To avoid
memory over�ow it may forward data elements and requests to the software
queue� The software queue is in principle unbounded� The external behaviour of
INTF and SWQ composed should be that of FIFOTS�

Hardware Queue The hardware queue communicates in a time�synchronous
manner	 In each time�unit the hardware queue receives exactly one message on
each input channel �can be understood as an implicit environment assumption
and outputs exactly one message along each output channel� The hardware queue
is speci�ed as follows�

HWQ time synchronous

in i 	 GDlt 
 y 	 DDlt

out o 	 DDlt 
 x 	 GDlt

asm Req Ok�i � FIFO Beh�x � y

com FIFO Beh�i � o � Req Ok�x  � Bnd Hwm�i � y � o� x �Wh 

The �rst conjunct of the assumption is the same as in FIFOTS
 the same holds
for the �rst conjunct of the commitment� The second conjunct of the assumption
implies that the hardware queue guarantees correct behaviour only as long as the
software queue �composed with the interface component behaves like a FIFO
queue� The second conjunct of the commitment requires the hardware queue
to use the software queue correctly� namely by sending requests only when the
software queue has at least one data element to send in return� The third conjunct
imposes the boundedness requirement on the number of messages that can be
stored by the hardware queue	 At any point in time� the number of data elements
in the hardware queue is less than or equal to Wh � where Wh is some constant
of type natural number� The auxiliary predicate Bnd Hwm is formally de�ned
as follows�
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Bnd Hwm

a� b � GDlt
�
 c� d � DDlt

�
 t � N

	 j � N 	 �Ds �a�j  � �Ds �b�j � ��Ds �c�j  � �Ds �d�j � � t

Interface Component The interface component communicates time�synchron�
ously on the channels x and y � However� since the communication on the channels
s and r is asynchronous� it cannot be speci�ed in the time�synchronous format�
As will be clear when we de�ne speci�cations semantically in Sect� ���� time�
synchronous communication cannot be captured in the time�independent format

this means that the time�dependent format is required�

The interface component is speci�ed as follows�

INTF time dependent

in x 	 GDlt 
 s 	 D

out y 	 DDlt 
 r 	 G

asm Time Synch�x  �Req Ok�x 

com Eq�x � r �G � Time Synch�y � Eq�s � y �D

The keyword in the upper right corner speci�es that INTF is time�dependent�
In that case� the channel identi�ers in the body represent timed in�nite streams�

The �rst conjunct of the assumption restricts the input on the channel x to
be time�synchronous
 this is expressed by an auxiliary predicate de�ned formally
as follows�

Time Synch

a � M�

	 j � N 	 �M s �a�j  � j

Due to this assumption� the input frequency on x is bounded � a fact which
may simplify the implementation of the speci�cation�

The task of the interface component is to convert the time�synchronous
stream x into an ordinary timed stream r and to perform the opposite con�
version with respect to s and y � This conversion can� of course� introduce ad�
ditional delays� The second conjunct of the commitment makes sure that y is
time�synchronous
 the �rst and third conjunct employ an auxiliary predicate Eq
to describe what it means to forward correctly� It is de�ned formally as follows�
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Eq

a� b � M�
 A � P�M 

As a � As b

Thus� Eq requires that the streams a and b are identical when projected on the
set of messages A� For any set S � P�S  yields the set fT j T � Sg�

Software Queue The speci�cation of the software queue is expressed in terms
of FIFO and substitution of channel identi�ers	

SWQ � FIFO�u � r � v � s �

The interpretation is as follows	 The speci�cation SWQ is equal to the speci�ca�
tion obtained from FIFO by replacing its name by SWQ� the channel identi�er
u by r and the channel identi�er v by s �

Composite Speci�cation The three speci�cations HWQ� INTF and SWQ can
be composed into a composite speci�cation describing the network illustrated by
Fig� � as follows�

FIFO NET

in i 	 GDlt

out o 	 DDlt

loc x 	 GDlt 
 r 	 G 
 y 	 DDlt 
 s 	 D

�o� x  	� HWQ�i � y �y � r 	� INTF�x � s �s 	� SWQ�r

The keyword loc distinguishes the declarations of the four local channels from the
declarations of the external input and output channels� The body consists of the
three component speci�cations introduced above represented as nondeterministic
assignments with the output channels to the left and the input channels to the
right� We require that the sub�speci�cations of a composite speci�cation have
disjoint sets of output identi�ers� The semantics of composite speci�cations is
de�ned formally in Sect� ����

Both elementary and composite speci�cations are required to have disjoint
sets of external input and output identi�ers� In the composite case� the local
channel identi�ers must be di�erent from the external channel identi�ers� A
composite speci�cation is time�dependent� time�independent or time�synchron�
ous depending on whether its elementary speci�cations are all time�dependent�
time�independent or time�synchronous� respectively� Any other composite spec�
i�cation is mixed�
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� Re�nement

The composite speci�cation FIFO NET is a conditional re�nement of the ele�
mentary speci�cation FIFOTS� and FIFOTS is a conditional re�nement of the
elementary speci�cation FIFO� In this section we argue the correctness of this
claim by mathematical means� For this purpose� we �rst describe a schematic
translation of any speci�cation into the time�dependent format
 then we de�ne
the semantics of elementary and composite time�dependent speci�cations in a
more mathematical manner and introduce two concepts of conditional re�ne�
ment�

��� Schematic Translation into Time�Dependent Format

The time�independent and time�synchronous formats can be understood as syn�
tactic sugar for the time�dependent format� In fact� any speci�cation written
in the time�independent or the time�synchronous format can be schematically
translated into a by de�nition semantically equivalent time�dependent speci�
�cation� For any time�independent elementary speci�cation S � let TD �S  de�
note the time�dependent speci�cation obtained from S by replacing the keyword
time independent by time dependent and any occurrence of any channel identi�er
c in the body of S by c� TD �S  captures the meaning of the time�independent
speci�cation S is a time�dependent setting�

Any elementary time�synchronous speci�cation S can be translated into a by
de�nition semantically equivalent time�dependent speci�cation TD �S  by per�
forming exactly the same modi�cations as in the time�independent case and� in
addition� extending the assumption with the conjunct Time Synch�i for each
input channel i � and the commitment with the conjunct Time Synch�o for each
output channel o�

For any time�dependent elementary speci�cation� we de�ne TD �S  � S � If S
is composite then TD �S  is equal to the result of applying TD to its component
speci�cations�

For any elementary time�dependent speci�cation S � by IS �OS �AS and CS

we denote the set of typed input streams� the set of typed output streams� the
assumption and the commitment of TD �S � respectively
 we say that �IS �OS  is
the external interface of S � If S is a composite speci�cation we use IS �OS �LS to
denote the set of typed input� output and local streams of TD �S � respectively�
For example� with respect to FIFO NET of Sect� ���� we have

IFIFO NET � fi � GDlt
�g

OFIFO NET � fo � DDlt
�g

LFIFO NET � fx � GDlt
�� r � G�� y � DDlt

�� s � D�g
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Let V be a set of typed streams fv� � T�
�� � � � � vn � Tn

�g and P a formula�
We de�ne

	V 	 P � 	 v� � T�
�
 � � � 
 vn � Tn

� 	 P

�V 	 P � � v� � T�
�
 � � � 
 vn � Tn

� 	 P

��� Semantics of Elementary Time�Dependent Speci�cations

As already explained� there is a schematic translation of any time�independent
or time�synchronous speci�cation into the time�dependent format�

To capture the semantics of elementary time�dependent speci�cations� we
introduce some helpful notational conventions� Let P be a formula whose free
variables are among and typed in accordance with

V � fv� � T�
�� � � � � vn � Tn

�g

Hence� P is basically a predicate on timed in�nite streams� By P � j we char�
acterise the �pre�x of P at time j�� P�j is a formula whose free variables are
among and typed in accordance with V � P � j holds if we can �nd extensions
v�
�� � � � � vn

� of v��j � � � � � vn�j such that P � holds� Formally� for any j � N� � we
de�ne P�j to denote the formula

� v�� � T�
�
 � � � 
 vn

� � Tn
� 	 v��j v v�

� � � � � � vn�j v vn
� � P �

where P � denotes the result of replacing each occurrence of vj in P by vj
�� Note

that P �� � P � P �� has been introduced for the sake of convenience	 It
allows certain formulas� like the one below characterising the denotation of a
speci�cation� to be formulated more concisely� On some occasions we also need
the pre�x of P at time j with respect to a subset of free variables A � V 
 we
de�ne P�A�j to be equal to P�j if the free variables V n A are interpreted as
constants�

The denotation �� S �� of an elementary time�dependent speci�cation S is
de�ned by the formula	

	 j � N� 	 AS�j 
 CS�IS �j�OS �j��

Informally� S requires that	

partial input �j �� 	 The output is in accordance with the commitment CS

until time j � � if the input is in accordance with the assumption AS until
time j 


complete input �j � � 	 The output is always in accordance with the com�
mitment CS if the input is always in accordance with the assumption AS �
Note that

�AS�� 
 CS�IS ���OS ���� � �AS 
 CS 
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This one�unit�longer semantics� inspired by ���� requires a valid implementation
to satisfy the commitment at least one time unit longer than the environment
satis�es the assumption� This is basically a causality requirement	 It disallows
�implementations� that falsify the commitment because they �know� that the
environment will falsify the assumption at some future point in time� Since no
real implementation can predict the behaviour of the environment in this sense�
we do not eliminate real implementations� Note that the assumption may refer to
the output identi�ers
 this is often necessary to express the required assumptions
about the input history �see HWQ in Sect� ����

��� Semantics of Composite Time�Dependent Speci�cations

The denotation of a composite speci�cation is de�ned in terms of the denotations
of its component speci�cations� Let S be a composite speci�cation whose body
consists of m speci�cations

S�� � � � �Sm

Its denotation �� S �� is characterised by the formula

�LS 	 �� S� �� � � � � � �� Sm ��

As explained in Sect� ���� LS is the set of typed local streams in TD �S � To
simplify the formal manipulation of composite speci�cations� we de�ne S�� � � ��
Sm to denote the composite speci�cation S whose set of typed input� output and
local streams are de�ned by

IS � ��mj��ISj
 n ��mj��OSj



OS � ��mj��OSj
 n ��mj��ISj



LS � ��mj��ISj
 � ��mj��OSj



and whose body consists of the m speci�cations S�� ���Sm �represented in the
form of nondeterministic assignments� For instance� FIFO NET of Sect� ��� is
equal to HWQ� INTF� SWQ�

It can be shown �see ��� that if the component speci�cations are all realizable
by functions that are contractive with respect to the Baire metric then the
composite speci�cation is also realizable with respect to such a function� Hence�
when speci�cations are all realizable in this sense then there is at least one
�xpoint when they are composed�

��� Two Concepts of Conditional Re�nement

Consider two speci�cations S� and S�� and a formula B whose free variables are
all among �and typed in accordance with IS� �OS� �
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The speci�cation S� is a behavioural re�nement of the speci�cation S� with
respect to the condition B � written�

S� �B S�

if

IS� � IS� � OS� � OS� � 	 IS� 
 OS� 	 B � �� S� �� 
 �� S� ��

Behavioural re�nement allows us to make additional assumptions about the en�
vironment since we consider only those input histories that satisfy the condition

moreover� it allows us to reduce under�speci�cation since we only require that
any input�output�history of S� is also an input�output�history of S�� and not
the other way around�

That the external interfaces of the two speci�cations are required to be the
same is often inconvenient� We therefore also introduce a more general concept
that characterises conditional re�nement with respect to an interface translation
�see Fig� �� Assume that U and D are speci�cations such that

�IS� n IS� � IU � �IS� n IS� � OU � �OS� nOS� � ID � �OS� nOS� � OD

The speci�cation S� is an interface re�nement of the speci�cation S� with respect
to the condition B � the upwards relation U and the downwards relation D �
written

S�
�U �D�
� B S�

if

U � S� �D �B S�

U translates input streams of S� to input streams of S�
 D translates output
streams of S� to output streams of S� �in both cases� ignoring streams with
identical names� Both the upwards and the downwards relations are de�ned as
speci�cations� but these speci�cations are not to be implemented� Their task is
to record design decisions with respect to the external interface�

Let DS �for dummy speci�cation represent the speci�cation whose external
interface is empty �fg� fg� We may then de�ne behavioural re�nement in terms
of interface re�nement as follows

S� �B S� � S�
�DS�DS�
� B S�

We de�ne the following short�hands

S� � S� � S� �true S�� S�
�U �D�
� S� � S�

�U �D�
� true S�

� In the same way as we distinguish between three formats for elementary speci�ca�
tions� we could also distinguish between three formats for conditions�  �� could then
be overloaded to conditions in the obvious manner� However� to keep things simple�
we view any condition as a formula whose free variables represent timed in�nite
streams�
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S�

S�

DU

B

Fig� �� Interface Re�nement

Behavioural re�nement is �transitive� in the following sense

S� �B� S� � S� �B� S	 
 S� �B��B� S	

Interface re�nement satis�es a similar property �see App� A�

��	 Correctness of the FIFO Decomposition

We �rst argue that FIFOTS is an interface re�nement of FIFO
 thereafter� that
FIFO NET is a behavioural re�nement of FIFOTS� This allows us to deduce
that FIFO NET is an interface re�nement of FIFO� We base our argumentation
on deduction rules formulated in App� A and proved sound in App� B�

Since the external interfaces of FIFO and FIFOTS are di�erent� behavioural
re�nement is not su�cient
 it is not just a question of renaming channels� we
also have to translate time�synchronous streams with Dlt elements into streams
without� The upwards and downwards relations are formally speci�ed as follows�

UFIFO time dependent

in i 	 GDlt

out u 	 G

com u � �G � fpgs i

DFIFO time dependent

in v 	 D

out o 	 DDlt

com v � �D � fpgs o
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Since in this particular case there are no assumptions to be imposed� the as�
sumptions have been left out� It follows straightforwardly by the de�nition of
behavioural re�nement that

FIFO
�UFIFO�DFIFO�

� BFIFO FIFOTS ��

where

BFIFO � Time Synch�i

The next step is to show that

FIFOTS � FIFO NET ��

�� is equivalent to

FIFOTS � HWQ� INTF� SWQ ��

Let

FIFO�
TS � FIFOTS�i � x � o � y �

Since � is re�exive� �� follows by the transitivity and modularity rules �see
App� A��� A�� if we can show that

FIFOTS � HWQ� FIFO�

TS ��

FIFO�

TS � INTF� SWQ ��

Both �� and �� follow by the decomposition rule �see App� A��� ��� �� and
the transitivity rule give

FIFO
�UFIFO�DFIFO�

� BFIFO FIFO NET ��

Thus� FIFO NET is a conditional interface re�nement of FIFO�

� Imposing Additional Boundedness Constraints

The composite speci�cation FIFO NET does not impose constraints on the re�
sponse time of the components	 Replies can be issued after an unbounded de�
lay� Moreover� the software queue was assumed to be unbounded� Since any
computerised component has a bounded memory� this is not realistic� In fact�
in FIFO NET also the interface component is required to have an unbounded
memory� since there is no upper bound on the message frequency for the channel
s � and the communication on the channel y is time�synchronous� In this section�
we show that the composite speci�cation FIFO NET can be re�ned into another
composite speci�cation FIFO NETB in which response time constraints are im�
posed� and where additional environment assumptions make both the software
queue and the interface component directly implementable� The response time
constraints are informally described as follows	
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� The hardware queue has a required delay of exactly Th time units� Hence�
it is required to reply to a request exactly Th time units after the request is
issued�

� The interface component has a required delay of not more than Ti time units
when forwarding messages from the hardware queue to the software queue�
Note that the delay can be less than Ti time units� Thus� the delay is not
�xed as in the case of the hardware queue�

� The interface and the software queue together have a maximal delay of Ts �
� � Ti time units� where � is the operator for multiplication� Any reply to
a request made by the hardware queue is to be provided within this range
of time� The software queue needs maximally Ts time units
 the remaining
� � Ti time units can be consumed by the interface�

Th �Ti and Ts are all constants of type natural number� That the interface
component and the software queue together have a maximal delay of Ts � ��Ti

time units does not mean that the interface component has a maximal delay
of Ti time units when messages are forwarded from the software queue to the
hardware queue� In fact� such a requirement would not be implementable� To
see that� �rst note that the software queue may send an unbounded number of
data elements within the same time unit� Assume� for example� that Ti � �� and
that the software queue sends three data elements in the nth time unit� Since
the communication on y is time�synchronous� the interface component needs at
least three time units to forward these messages along y thereby breaking the
requirement that no data element should be delayed by more than one time unit�
In fact� for the forwarding from the software queue to the hardware queue� the
requirement below is su�cient	

� If at some point in time there are exactly e data elements that have been
sent by the software queue� but not yet forwarded to the hardware queue�
then the interface component will forward these data elements within the
next Ti � �e � � time units�

If the interface component satis�es this requirement then the hardware queue is
guaranteed to receive a reply to each request within Ts � � � Ti time units� To
see that� �rst note that the communication on x is time�synchronous� Together
with the timing constraints imposed on the communication along r and s this
implies that if e messages are received within the same time unit on the channel
s then not more than one of these� namely the �rst� can be received with the
maximal delay of Ti � Ts time units with respect to the corresponding request
on x 
 the second cannot be delayed by more than Ti � Ts � � time units� and
so on�

The constraint on the size of the internal memory is described informally as
follows	

� The FIFO queue is not required to store more than Wf data elements� where
Wf is a constant of type natural number� Since the hardware queue can store
Wh data elements� this means that the software part does not have to store
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more than Wf �Wh data elements� Obviously� it holds that

Wh � Wf

Since the communication along x is time�synchronous� and the interface compo�
nent has a maximal delay of Ti time units� the software queue will never receive
more than Ti requests within one time unit on the channel r � This means that
Ti � Ts is an upper�bound on the number of data elements that can be sent by
the software queue along the channel s within one time�unit�

	�� Hardware Queue

The hardware queue is once more speci�ed in the time�synchronous format�
The only modi�cation to the external interface is that the output channel o is
renamed to w � This renaming is necessary since we want to translate o into w

with the help of a downwards relation� and we require speci�cations �and thereby
downwards relations to have disjoint sets of input and output identi�ers�

HWQB time synchronous

in i 	 GDlt 
 y 	 DDlt

out w 	 DDlt 
 x 	 GDlt

asm Req Ok�i � FIFO Beh�x � y

Bnd Rsp�x � y �Ts � � �Ti � fReqg�D� Bnd Qum�i �Th �Wf 

com Exact Rsp�i �w �Th  � Req Ok�x  � Bnd Hwm�i � y �w � x �Wh 

Bnd Qum�x �Ts � � � Ti �Wf �Wh

Throughout this paper	 Line�breaks in assumptions and commitments represent
logical conjunction� The two �rst conjuncts of the assumption have been in�
herited from HWQ
 the same holds for the second and third conjunct of the
commitment� Clearly� the hardware queue can only be required to ful�l its re�
sponse time requirement as long as the two other components ful�l their response
time requirements
 the third conjunct of the assumption therefore requires the
two environment components to reply to a request made by the hardware queue
within Ts���Ti time units� The auxiliary predicate Bnd Rsp is formally de�ned
as follows�

Bnd Rsp

a� b � M� �M�
 t � N
 A�B � P�M 

	 j � N 	 ��As �a�j  � � ��B s �b�j�t  �
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The fourth conjunct of the assumption makes sure that the FIFO queue is never
required to store more than Wf data elements
 the second parameter is needed
since there is a delay of Th time units between the transmission of a request and
the output of the corresponding data element� The auxiliary predicate Bnd Qum

is formally de�ned as follows�

Bnd Qum

a � M� �M�
 t �n � N

	 j � N 	 ��Ds �a�j�t  ���� fReqgs �a�j  � � n

The fourth conjunct of the commitment formalises a similar requirement for the
output along the channel x 
 note that this requirement is slightly stronger than
it has to be since� for simplicity� we do not allow the hardware queue to exploit
that the software part may reply in less than Ts � � � Ti time units�

The �rst conjunct of the commitment represents both a strengthening and
a weakening of the corresponding conjunct in HWQ� It employs an auxiliary
predicate Exact Rsp that is formally de�ned as follows�

Exact Rsp

a � GDlt
�
 b � DDlt

�
 t � N

	 j � N� 	 a�j � Req 
 b��j � t � �Ds a���� fReqgs �a�j  �

Exact Rsp is a strengthening of FIFO Beh in the sense that the reply is output
with a delay of exactly t time units	 If the j th message of the input stream a is a
request then the �j �tth message of the output stream b is the nth data element
received on a� where n is the number of requests among the j �rst elements of
a� Exact Rsp is a weakening of FIFO Beh in the sense that for any j such that
a�j �� Req � nothing is said about b at time j � t except that the message output
is an element of DDlt �

Correctness of Re�nement Step Since the timed hardware queue may out�
put an arbitrary data element in any time unit j � Th for which i �j �� Req � it
follows that HWQB is not a behavioural re�nement of HWQ� However� we may
�nd a downwards speci�cation DHWQ� such that

HWQ
�DS�DHWQ�
� BHWQ HWQB ��

where

BHWQ � Bnd Rsp�x � y �Ts � � � Ti � fReqg�D � Bnd Qum�i �Th �Wf 

DHWQ can be de�ned as follows�
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DHWQ time synchronous

in o 	 DDlt

out w 	 DDlt

com 	 j � N 	 o�j �� Dlt 
 w �j � o�j

The correctness of �� follows straightforwardly by the de�nition of interface
re�nement�

	�� Interface Component

The interface component is once more speci�ed in the time�dependent format�

INTFB time dependent

in x 	 GDlt 
 s 	 D

out y 	 DDlt 
 r 	 G

asm Time Synch�x  �Req Ok�x  � Bnd Frq�s �Ti � Ts 

Bnd Qum�x �Ts � � � Ti �Wf �Wh

com Eq�x � r �G � Time Synch�y � Eq�s � y �D � Bnd Rsp�x � r �Ti �G �G

Weak Rsp�s � y �Ti  � Bnd Qum�r �Ts �Wf �Wh

The two �rst conjuncts of the assumption and the three �rst conjuncts of the
commitment restate INTF� The third conjunct of the assumption imposes a
bound on the number of data elements that can be received during one time
unit on s �see Page ��� The auxiliary predicate Bnd Frq is de�ned as follows�

Bnd Frq

a � M�
 t � N

	 j � N 	 ��a�j�� ��a�j  � t

Constraints similar to the fourth conjunct of the assumption and the sixth con�
junct of the commitment have already been discussed in connection with HWQB�
The fourth conjunct of the commitment requires that the conversion from x to
r does not lead to a delay of more than Ti time units
 the �fth imposes a weaker
timing constraint on the communication in the other direction	 If at some point
in time there are exactly e data elements that have been sent on s but not
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yet forwarded along y � then the interface component will forward these e data
elements within the next Ti � �e � � time units�

the number of received data elements on the channel s is larger than the
number of data elements sent on y � then at least one data element is forwarded
along y within the next time unit �see explanation on Page ��� This requirement
is formalised by the auxiliary predicate Weak Rsp as follows�

Weak Rsp

a� b � M�
 t � N

	 j � e � N 	 �Ds a�j ��Ds b�j � e 
 �Ds b�j�t��e��� � �Ds a�j

Correctness of Re�nement Step Since the only di�erence between INTF
and INTFB is that both the assumption and the commitment have additional
constraints� it follows straightforwardly that

INTF �BINTF INTFB ��

where

BINTF � Bnd Frq�s �Ti � Ts � Bnd Qum�x �Ts � � � Ti �Wf �Wh

	�� Software Queue

The software queue is speci�ed in the time�dependent format as follows�

SWQB time dependent

in r 	 G

out s 	 D

asm Req Ok�r � Bnd Qum�r �Ts �Wf �Wh � Bnd Frq�r �Ti 

com FIFO Beh�r � s � Bnd Rsp�r � s �Ts � fReqg�D � Bnd Frq�s �Ti � Ts

SWQB di�ers from SWQ in that both the assumption and the commitment have
additional conjuncts� The assumption has been strengthened to make sure that
the software queue is never required to store more than Wf �Wh data elements
at the same point in time and never receives more than Ti messages within the
same time unit� The additional conjuncts of the commitment require that the
software queue replies to requests within Ts time units� and never sends more
than Ti � Ts messages along s within the same time unit�
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Correctness of Re�nement Step Since SWQB di�ers from SWQ only in
that the assumption and the commitment have additional conjuncts� it follows
trivially that

SWQ �BSWQ SWQB ��

where

BSWQ � Bnd Qum�r �Ts �Wf �Wh � Bnd Frq�r �Ti 

	�� Composite Speci�cation

The three elementary speci�cations presented above can be composed into a new
composite speci�cation as follows�

FIFO NETB

in i 	 GDlt

out w 	 DDlt

loc x 	 GDlt 
 r 	 G 
 y 	 DDlt 
 s 	 D

�w � x  	� HWQB�i � y �y � r 	� INTFB�x � s �s 	� SWQB�r

Correctness of Re�nement Step It must be shown that

FIFO
�UFIFO�DFIFO�DHWQ�

� BFIFO�BFIFO� FIFO NETB ���

where

BFIFO
� � Bnd Qum�i �Th �Wf 

By �� and the transitivity rule it is enough to show that

FIFO NET
�DS�DHWQ�
� BFIFO� FIFO NETB ���

��� follows by the modularity rule �see App� A���

� Conclusions

This paper builds on earlier research� both by us and others	 In particular�
the notion of interface re�nement is inspired by ���
 the notion of conditional
re�nement is investigated in ����
 similar concepts have been proposed by others
�see for example ���
 the one�unit�longer semantics is adapted from ���
 the
particular form of decomposition rule is discussed in ����
 the speci�cation style
has been taken from ����
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Speci�cation languages based on the assumption�commitment paradigm have
a long tradition� In fact� this style of speci�cation was introduced with Hoare�
logic ���� The pre�condition of Hoare�logic can be thought of as an assump�
tion about the initial state
 the post�condition characterises a commitment any
correct implementation must ful�l whenever the initial state satis�es the pre�
condition� Well�known methods like VDM ���� and Z ���� developed from Hoare�
logic� VDM employs the pre�post�style� In Z the pre�condition is stated im�
plicitly and must be calculated� Together with the more recent B method ����
VDM and Z can be seen as leading techniques for the formal development of
sequential systems� In the case of concurrency and nonterminating systems the
assumption�commitment style of Hoare�logic is not su�ciently expressive� The
paradigm presented in this paper is directed towards systems in which interac�
tion and communication are essential features� Our approach is related to ����
In contrast to ��� we work in the setting of streams and asynchronous message
passing�

Conditional re�nement is a �exible notion for relating speci�cations written
at di�erent levels of abstraction� Conditional re�nement supports the introduc�
tion of boundedness constraints in speci�cations based on unbounded resources

in particular	

� Replacing purely asynchronous communication by time�synchronous com�
munication�

� Replacing unbounded bu�ers by bounded bu�ers�
� Imposing additional boundedness constraints on the size of internal memo�

ries�
� Imposing additional boundedness requirements on the timing of input mes�

sages�

Conditional re�nement is a straightforward extension or variant of well�known
concepts for re�nement ��� ���� Traditional re�nement relations typically allow
the assumption to be weakened and the commitment to be strengthened modulo
some translation of data structure� Conditional re�nement allows both the as�
sumption and the commitment to be strengthened
 however� any strengthening
of the assumption is recorded in a separate condition�

There are several alternative� not necessarily equivalent� ways to de�ne con�
ditional re�nement� For instance� the directions of the upwards and downwards
relations could be turned around� In that case we get the following de�nition of
interface re�nement

S�
�D�U �
� B S� � S� �B D � S� �U

where B is a constraint on the external interface of S�� Alternatively� by allowing
B to refer to the external interfaces of both S� and S� we could formulate the
upwards and downwards relations within B � Which alternative is best suited
from a pragmatic point of view is debatable�

According to ���� hardware�software co�design is the simultaneous design of
both hardware and software to implement a desired function or speci�cation�
The presented approach should be well�suited to support this kind of design	
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� It allows the integration of purely asynchronous� hand�shake �see ���� and
time�synchronous communication in the same composite speci�cation�

� It allows speci�cations based on asynchronous communication to be re�
�ned into speci�cations based on time�synchronous communication� and
vice�versa�
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A Three Rules

In this paper we use several rules� Some of these rules are very simple and there�
fore not stated explicitly� For example� to prove �� of Sect� ��� we need a rule
capturing the de�nition of behavioural re�nement� Three less trivial rules are
formulated below
 in App� B we prove their soundness� Any free variable is uni�
versally quanti�ed over in�nite timed streams of messages typed in accordance
with the corresponding channel declaration�

A�� Transitivity Rule

B � �� U� �� � �� D� �� 
 B�

B 
 B�

�� U� �� � �� U� �� 
 �� U ��

�� D� �� � �� D� �� 
 �� D ��

S�
�U��D��
� B� S�

S�
�U��D��
� B� S	

S�
�U �D�
� B S	

Some intuition	

� Premises � and � make sure that the overall condition B is stronger than B�
and B��

� Premise � makes sure that the upwards relation obtained by connecting U�
and U� is allowed by U �

� Premise � makes sure that the downwards relation obtained by connecting
D� and D� is allowed by D �

� Premises � and � are illustrated by Fig� ��
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S�

S	

D�U�

B�

S�

D�U�

B�

Fig� �� Illustration of the Fifth and Sixth Premise in the Transitivity Rule
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A�� Modularity Rule

�ni���Bi 
  OUi
	 �� Ui ��

� I�n
i��

Si

 L�n

i��
Si


 O�n
i��

Si
	 �ni����� Ui �� � �� Di ��

��ni���� Ui �� 
 �� U ��

��ni���� Di �� 
 �� D ��

B � ��ni���� S �i �� 
 �ni��Bi

�ni���Si
�Ui �Di �
� Bi

S �i 

�n
i��Si

�U �D�
� B �n

i�� S
�
i

 V 	 P holds if there is a unique V such that P holds� Some intuition	

� Premise � makes sure that for each concrete input history such that Bi

holds� the upwards relation Ui allows exactly one abstract input history�
Hence� each concrete input history that satis�es the condition is related to
exactly one abstract input history� but the same abstract input history can
be related to several concrete input histories�

� Premise � makes sure that the conjunction of the downwards and upwards
relations is consistent�

� Premise � makes sure that the upwards relation described by the conjunction
of the n upwards relations Ui is allowed by the overall upwards relation U �

� Premise � makes sure that the upwards relation described by the conjunction
of the n downwards relations Di is allowed by the overall downwards relation
D �

� Premise � makes sure that the assumptions made by the n Bi !s are ful�lled
by the composite speci�cation consisting of the n speci�cations S �i when the
input from the overall environment satis�es B �

A�� Decomposition Rule

A
 A��� � A���
	 j � N 	 A � C��I��j�O��j�� � C��I��j�O��j�� 
 A��j�� � A��j��
A � hC�i � hC�i 
 �A� � �C� 
 A� � �A� � �C� 
 A�

	 j � N� 	 A�j � C��I��j�O��j�� � C��I��j�O��j�� 
 C�I �j�O�j��

S � S� � S�
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hPi denotes the upwards closure of P 
 formally hPi � 	 j � N 	 P � j � S is a
speci�cation with assumption A� commitment C � and external interface �I �O�
As illustrated by Fig� �� the relationship between S��S� and

A��C�� �I��O��A��C�� �I��O�

is de�ned accordingly� As explained in detail in App� B��� the correctness of the
decomposition rule follows by induction� Some intuition	

� Premise � makes sure that the component assumptions A� and A� hold at
time ��

� Premise � makes sure that the component assumptions A� and A� hold at
time j � � if the component commitments C� and C� hold at time j � ��

� Premise � is concerned with liveness in the assumptions� This premise is not
required if both A� and A� are upwards closed�

� Premise � makes sure that the overall commitment C holds at time j � � if
the component commitments C� and C� hold at time j � ��

I

O

�A��C� �A��C�

O�O�

I� I�

S�S�

Fig� �� Network Represented by S� � S�

B Soundness of Rules

In this appendix we prove that the three rules formulated in App� A are sound�
Any free variable is universally quanti�ed over in�nite timed streams of messages
typed in accordance with the corresponding channel declaration�
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B�� Transitivity Rule

Given

B � �� U� �� � �� D� �� 
 B� ���

B 
 B� ���

�� U� �� � �� U� �� 
 �� U �� ���

�� D� �� � �� D� �� 
 �� D �� ���

S�
�U��D��
� B� S� ���

S�
�U��D��
� B� S	 ���

It must be shown that

S�
�U �D�
� B S	 ���

��� is equivalent to

B � �� S	 �� 
 �� U � S� �D �� ���

To prove ���� assume there are IS� �OS� such that

B ���

�� S	 �� ���

���� ��� imply

B� ���

���� ���� ��� imply

�� U� � S� �D� �� ���

��� implies there are OU� � ID� such that

�� U� �� ���

�� S� �� ���

�� D� �� ���

���� ���� ���� ��� imply

B� ���

���� ���� ��� imply

�� U� � S� �D� �� ���
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��� implies there are OU� � ID� such that

�� U� �� ���

�� S� �� ���

�� D� �� ���

���� ���� ��� imply

�� U �� ���

���� ���� ��� imply

�� D �� ���

���� ���� ��� imply

�� U � S� �D �� ���

The way ��� was deduced from ���� ��� implies ����

B�� Modularity Rule

Given

�ni���Bi 
  OUi
	 �� Ui �� ���

� I�n
i��

Si

 L�n

i��
Si


 O�n
i��

Si
	 �ni����� Ui �� � �� Di �� ���

��ni���� Ui �� 
 �� U �� ���

��ni���� Di �� 
 �� D �� ���

B � ��ni���� S �i �� 
 �ni��Bi ���

�ni���Si
�Ui �Di �
� Bi

S �i  ���

It must be shown that

�n
i��Si

�U �D�
� B �n

i�� S
�

i ���

��� follows if we can show that

B � �� �n
i��S

�

i �� 
 �� U � ��n
i��Si�D �� ���

To prove ���� assume there are I�n
i��

S �

i
�L�n

i��
S �

i
�O�n

i��
S �

i
such that

B ���

�ni���� S �i �� ���

���� ���� ��� imply

�ni��Bi ���
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���� ���� ��� imply

�ni���� Ui � Si �Di �� ���

��� implies

�ni�� �OUi
� IDi

	 �� Ui �� � �� Si �� � �� Di �� ���

���� ���� ��� imply there are I�n
i��

Si
�L�n

i��
Si
�O�n

i��
Si

such that

�ni���� Ui �� ���

�ni���� Si �� ���

�ni���� Di �� ���

���� ���� ���� ��� imply

�� U �� ���

�� D �� ���

���� ���� ��� imply

�� U � ��n
i��Si �D �� ���

The way ��� was deduced from ���� ��� implies ����

B�� Decomposition Rule

Given

A
 A��� � A��� ���

	 j � N 	 A � C��I��j�O��j�� � C��I��j�O��j�� 
 A��j�� � A��j�� ���

A � hC�i � hC�i 
 �A� � �C� 
 A� � �A� � �C� 
 A� ���

	 j � N� 	 A�j � C��I��j�O��j�� � C��I��j�O��j�� 
 C�I �j�O�j�� ���

It must be shown that

S � S� � S� ���

��� is equivalent to

�� S� � S� �� 
 �� S �� ���

��� is equivalent to

�	 j � N� 	 A��j 
 C��I��j�O��j�� �
�	 j � N� 	 A��j 
 C��I��j�O��j��


 ���

�	 j � N� 	 A�j 
 C�I �j�O�j��
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��� is equivalent to

	 j � N� 	

A�j �
�	 j � N� 	 A��j 
 C��I��j�O��j�� �
�	 j � N� 	 A��j 
 C��I��j�O��j��


 ���

C�I �j�O�j��
To prove ���� assume there are I �LS��S� �O � l such that

A�l ���

	 j � N� 	 A��j 
 C��I��j�O��j�� ���

	 j � N� 	 A��j 
 C��I��j�O��j�� ���

There are two cases to consider� Assume

l �� ���

���� ���� ���� ���� ��� and induction on j imply

j � l 
 A��j �A��j ���

���� ���� ��� imply

C��I��l�O��l�� � C��I��l�O��l�� ���

���� ���� ��� imply

C�I �l�O�l�� ���

The way ��� was deduced from ���� ���� ��� proves ��� for the case that
��� holds� Assume

l � � ���

By the same inductive argument as above

hC�i � hC�i ���

���� ���� ���� ��� imply

�A� � �C� 
 A� � �A� � �C� 
 A� ���

���� ���� ��� imply

C� � C� ���

���� ���� ���� ��� imply

C ���

The way ��� was deduced from ���� ���� ��� proves ��� for the case that
��� holds�
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